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Sega Amusements
Hello Kitty Hockey Table
Sega brings fun to children's hockey table with
the well-known character, Hello Kitty. This
compact two-player table is perfect for children
ages two to eight and features LED scoring on
the playfield, two ticket dispensers for each
player, one coin comparator, and a
polycarbonate scratch-free play field.
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Plants Vs. Zombies Whacker
Plants vs. Zombies Whacker comes from the
popular franchise of the same name that has
players use a mallet to repel a wave of six
pop-up zombies. The more zombies hit, the
more points scored and the more tickets won .

Super Monkey Ball
Players must guide the monkey to the end of
the level using the trackball. Collect bananas
along the way to get tickets. It's game over if
you run out of lives or time. Reach the goal in
time to enter the jackpot game.
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Bunny Pond
Bunny Pond is a new redemption water gun
game in which players use skill to squirt the
bunnies back home. No plumbing is needed
and it's easy to keep clean, great for any
indoor location. Bunny Pond comes in a bright
and colorfu l cabinet with fun and attractive
music and sound effects.

Dino Pop
This is a simple and fun game where players
toss as many balls as they can into the Dino's
mouth within the ti me limit. The Dino also
moves to make the ball toss slightly more
challenging. Tickets are awarded based on the
fi nal score.

Ducky Splash
Ducky Splash is a one or two-player water
shooting game. The object of the game is to
use the water guns to shoot rubber ducks into
the tunnel entrances. Players must shoot as
many ducks as possible before the time runs
out.
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e manufacture Toke
in the U.S.A.
for the Vending and
musement Industries/
• Accept
tokens in
your machine
to promote
price flexibility
and brand
awareness

• Reduces theft
and vandalism
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Duo Drive
A simple yet engaging children's game that is
either a single or two-player game. Ride either
the motorbike or drive the car in a race to the
finish line picking up points along the way. Use
the handlebars and steering wheel to avoid
obstacles and pick up gold coins.

Squirt-A-Gator
One of the first self-redemption water games
introduces a unique technology call ed Universal Vending. This is a new type of redemption
machine, suitable for any type of location and
can be operated as tickets only, prizes only, or
combined. The capsules each contain one of a
set of collectable cute rubber alligator figures.

• Stock and
custom designs
are available
• Different alloys
to choose from
• Sizes range
from .800"
1
to J.125"

Please call us Toll Free:
800-227-5813 or 800-441-0292

Visit our website:
www. HoffinanMint.com

HOFFMAN MINT
Creating lastingl!!JP..ressions
1400 N.W. 65th Place
Fort Lauderdale. FL

T: 954-9 17-545 1 • F:954-9 17-3079
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Valley-Dynamo

Whaci'y ogg
Once the game starts the frogs w ill randomly
pop up from their holes. Players will then
whack the frogs back into their holes by hitting
them directly on the head with a mallet. Hit as
quickly and as many frogs as possible before
the time runs out, the higher the score the
more tickets won .

Short Shot
Awesome things come in small packages from
Dynamo. The hockey table is sized just right
for children. Interactive sound, lighting, and
side shields enliven the play experience. Fully
built in the USA. A
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